Over the past decade, the way people communicate, share content and eventually conduct business has been disrupted by social networking platforms. By bringing together pervasive social computing with social networking under a common modelling methodology and common social rules based on human activities in accordance with the Activity Theory, our work aims at contributing to the standardisation of the Social Web in a way that is independent from proprietary solutions, interoperable and semantically rich for applications beyond social networking. The concept of a Social Agent is introduced as a set of micro-services to handle digital traces of human activities for further analysis, respecting both users' privacy and the business models of companies that build personalised services or applications in the web. In this paper, the landscape of social networking, social pervasive computing and social agency is presented in detail, the research questions driving our work are explained and the fundamentals of a Social Agent along with the pervasive social network it may build are set. A quantitative evaluation based on the Technology Acceptance Model methodology is implemented on a sample of 200 interviewees, evaluating the concepts of the Social Agent, while its technical feasibility is proven and presented through a prototype.
Introduction
Nowadays, people spend a great amount of time in social media [72] , where generated data and metadata reveal their consuming behaviour and show preference over certain products and services. Those users' digital traces and personal data spur tremendous opportunities for new personalised services and applications, evolving into assets for e-businesses that leverage them to enhance users' experience [72] . Such an influx of personal data from social networking services [76] , combined with sensor-based data coming from mobile devices, have enabled a progressive transition from social networking to pervasive social computing [50] . However, digital social networking platforms have evolved into fragmented centralised solutions [7] with strong contextual characteristics [31] , without sharing the generated knowledge from users' data with other stakeholders, not even with the owners of the data [7] .
The multi-sided business models of prevailing social media platforms have the downside that the emerging data economy [9] allows organizations to build their business on selling or reselling users' personal data [19] . Such privacy issues have emerged both at business [15] and governmental level (Site 9), while people have not perceived the value of their data or the severity of such privacy violation incidents [57] . In parallel, even when companies have officially integrated social media management in their strategy [48] , they have limited access to that customer knowledge which is restricted to the business services provided by the social media platforms to them. Thus, the dependence of the Social Web on centralised solutions and its inextensibility in areas outside social networking, due to lack of interoperability and standardisation, are the main problems to address in our research.
The business and technical obstacles towards an interoperable, open social web may be summarised in five main points [23] , [54] : (a) API policies and limitations regarding collecting, storing and processing data from social media platforms [2] ; (b) development and hosting costs for decentralised social media services that the majority of users are not willing to pay, due to modern ad-based business models they are accustomed to; (c) time and effort required from users to move to new social networking solutions; (d) lack of users' trust towards third party developers to set up alternative solutions or meta-platforms [30] , without any clear additional value for users apart from increased data privacy and ownership; and (e) lack of standards to integrate social web [2] . The discussion of leaving existing social media platforms merely due to privacy concerns has become irrelevant lately [69] ; users will move to another solution -or will use an additional one -only if they consider it as a new offering, or if their social connections move to another platform first [6] .
Our work introduces Activity Theory as an umbrella theory to unify pervasive social computing with social networking under a common modelling methodology and common social rules. The goal of our research is to standardise Social Web in a way independent from proprietary solutions, interoperable and semantically rich for applications outside social networking, by designing, evaluating and prototyping a novel approach based on human activities in the area of pervasive social networking. The proposed solution is built on the concept of a Social Agent and it is a user-centric solution based on reusing digital traces to create social connections ubiquitously, without violating users' privacy or destroying economic value for companies that build personalised services or applications. Briefly, a Social Agent is capable of integrating data, digital traces and meta-data from various resources under Activity Theory, analysing them under the principles of hierarchy and internalisation as described in the relative theory, and then setting up pervasive social and privacy rules in order to enable agent-driven social interactions with other Social Agents or pervasive services in proximity, by exchanging semantically rich and interlinked messages formatted again under Activity Theory.
The three main research questions that drive current work, as explained in the analysis of section 2.4, are the following (see Table 1 ): (a) How digital traces coming from different services and devices may be modelled in order to be combined with content from social media, in an interoperable layer of personal data, to enable the exchange of social networking messages across decentralised services and devices, without losing the semantic power of that information. (b) How a Social Agent may be able to represent its owner under a strong privacy framework, without violating users' privacy, in order to allow the exchange of the aforementioned messages and establish meaningful social connections pervasively. (c) Finally, as long as various research work and industrial solutions have failed to get the traction needed, the question is what methodology may be developed to measure users' acceptance over pervasive social networking, without having an initial community, in order to evaluate new concepts and features of pervasive social networking that are not clear to the users beforehand. 
Related Work
Online Social Network Services (oSNS) are "web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system", [10] to enable "communication of participants through message exchange'" [21] . However, since 2008 people have become hyperconnected over mobile devices and faster mobile networks, thus there is the need to unbind the definition of SNS from the Web as the main medium of socialising, and focus on the activities of the users that create social connections among people in the physical and digital environment; thus, in a more general definition, Social Networks are "new applications and services that facilitate collective action and social interaction online with rich exchange of multimedia information and evolution of aggregated knowledge" [51] .
From an evolutionary perspective, digital social networking is now going through its fourth phase (see figure 2 ): from content-based applications to media-based platforms, then to location aware services, and lately to contextually aware social networking services [31] . This latest phase of social networking puts the exchange of a social object among users in the centre of social networking (Site 1) to establish permanent or temporal ties among people and form social networks even based on contextual information. To this direction, the widespread adoption of handheld devices, wearables and users' intrinsic social nature have been combined with context-aware interactions, known as Pervasive Social Networking. Pervasive Social Networks (PSN) act on top of or in parallel with existing Social Networking Platforms and complement virtual interactions with physical ones, by connecting users in social and physical proximity [50] , inside or outside their current social relations. The transition of social networking services towards context, based on Irfan et al. [31] Pervasive Social Networking combines characteristics from Pervasive Computing with the goals of Digital Social Networking. Such PSN services should handle pervasive messages to establish social connections based on the social goals and motives of the users, a behaviour that implies the presence of agency. In that direction, this chapter analyses three main areas: (a) the current landscape of social networking, with alternative architectures and models, to realise how current designs have hindered interoperability in the Social Web (i.e. section 2.1), (b) the domain of Pervasive Social Computing and why it fails to perceive Pervasive Social Networking as an independent solution of social networking (i.e. section 2.2), and (c) the area of Social Agency that models and implements social rules and motivations (i.e. section 2.3) as an enabler for new forms of social networking interactions. Finally, section 2.4 summarises the value chain of pervasive social networking and identifies the gaps where our research focuses on.
Social Web
The fragmentation of the Social Web in centralised silos of users' data, driven by social media platforms, is as Tim Berners-Lee states [49] a social problem rather than a technological one, as people choose to use mainly the dominant solutions even if the Web is already decentralised technologically. To address the underlying limitations, research was focused on two main tracks ( Figure 3 ): (a) provide alternative architectures for social networking platforms, to allow users to connect using a single digital identity (i.e. left side of figure), and (b) agree on a common modelling for the Social Web, towards standardisation and interoperability (i.e. right side of figure). Architecture-wise, relative work [29] has identified three types of Distributed Social Networks (DSN) as alternatives to existing centralised solutions accordingly to their degree of decentralization: (i) distributed if the clients use different protocol, (ii) federated if they use the same protocol and (iii) meta-social networks if they operate in parallel to existing 1. ActivityStreams (Site 6) is a protocol describing user activities over social web services. The protocol introduces the basic syntax for a user activity, in the form of {subject} {verb} {object}, and may be augmented with contextual information such as the location of the activity or the mood of the user. A suggested dictionary for the verbs that have been recognised over various platforms has been developed, while its second version is under standardisation discussions by W3C. Practically, ActivityStreams is used in system notifications and is integrated in proprietary schemas (e.g. plugins of web frameworks).
(Site 7)
it is promoted by Google as a standard to describe resources on websites to improve semantics and indexing on search results, and it has a dictionary of objects with predefined properties. Implementation-wise, in the direction of identifying holistic solutions towards standardising the way social networks are developed (i.e. both architecturally and data-wise), three main approaches may be found:
1. Open Implementations: Diaspora (Site 11) and Open Source Social Network (Site 12) are two well-known industrial social networking platforms that focus on distributed social architectures (DiSN) by making the source code of the platforms reusable, rather than interoperable with existing social networking platforms.
2. Interoperability layers: Progress has been made on meta-platforms (MetaSN) as hybrid approaches to integrate the Social Web with social applications [2] , [11] . The platforms suggest a common schema, based on modelling standards (I.e. ActivityStreams and (site 7)), where they map data across different platforms, to form MetaSNs.
Overall, semantic dictionaries to describe objects even outside the Web and a behavioural framework to integrate different domains are still missing from schemas of the Social Web. For alternative architectures, the main gap is the lack of motivation from users to move to a new solution and leaving existing convenience and ease of use; users seek playfulness when interacting with their social interactions and would not move to another platform just for technical or architectural reasons [16] . In other words, in order to change the way people socialise over technology nowadays, just redesigning the technological backbone may not be enough. This is where pervasive schemas may contribute with broader concepts and pervasive social interactions that engage users' interest with new offerings and functionalities.
Pervasive Social Networking
Considering the unwillingness of social media platforms to collaborate towards an open Social Web and the stagnation of social networking users with existing solutions, the domain of Pervasive Social Networking is a promising research area where pervasive services may be combined with hardware and social networking services towards more interoperable social networking interfaces. Pervasive Social Networking is still social networking with strong behavioural data that can reveal the context of a human activity, the motives and the factors that affect a user's action or decision, or per Schuster D. et al. [64] pervasive social context of an individual is the set of information that arises out of direct or indirect interaction with people carrying sensor-equipped pervasive devices connected to the same social network service. Pervasive Social Networking is a specialised area of Pervasive Social Computing, working on ubiquitously establishing social connections among users based on contextual data, while Pervasive Social Computing is a broader research area focusing on the social dimensions of contextual data used in pervasive interactions. Thus, under that perspective, the modelling and the usage of contextual social data are examined in this section, progressively from pervasive social computing to pervasive social networking, to identify common points with social networking modelling and unveil any behavioural theory that research in social web has neglected.
In Pervasive Social Computing, the social context is mainly perceived as a subcategory of the broader user context, separated from the physical context, used to improve users' experience ubiquitously while users interact with computer systems. Under the Organizational Context [39] , the social context has the form of personal context, defining user's preferences, profiles and interests. In the User Profile Ontology with Situation-Dependent Preferences Support (UPOS) [67] , the user context has been separated from user's preferences, while in Context-Aware Social Networking Services (SNSs) [42] the user profile, habits, preferences and attitude are under a distinct category named logical contextual information. Later, research work on pervasive computing started to distinguish user's context from social context. For the ontology of Pervasive Social Computing [75] , the social context is organised under behavioural awareness for social signal processing, community awareness for metadata collected from social networking platforms, and content awareness for data collected from social media. Under the Well-being Context [3] , the social context is a seperate category that describes the neighbourhood and the community where the user is located. Finally, the ST(i)PI taxonomy [64] splits data that come from social networks in two categories: context on data collected directly from social networks (e.g. content) and context on individuals, groups and communities that a user belongs to or interacts with.
In Pervasive Social Networking, context is perceived as an enabler for social networking, where four main approaches have been identified ( Figure 5 ): (a) There are contextual enhancements on existing social networking solutions, to improve social interactions and deliver improved features, with Facebook News Feed and Instagram Feed to adapt already to users' profiles and devices. (b) There are platforms acting as middleware to collect and reuse social networking information from existing platforms, to boost social interactions or improve application behaviour on third party applications, but not for social networking purposes [43] - [46] ; e.g. combining social network proximity with location context to improve interactions in physical space through devices [50] . (c) Contextual information from existing social networking is used for further social networking by third party systems [3] , [42] , [52] , [64] , [75] , which nevertheless are not standalone solutions as they depend on the source of that information. Finally, (d) there are dedicated solutions for pervasive social networking, partially based on existing platforms or even completely independent from them, on dedicated hardware to boost close-distance communication [26] , [43] , (Site 2), (Site 3); e.g. smart textiles show users' similar interests when users touch each other's T-shirt [33] . Despite the reusable work of prioritising pervasive ontologies for integrating data coming from sensors, the work of Rodríguez N. D. et al [62] puts less emphasis on the behavioural aspect of human activities and on modelling activities from social networking. Some of the available theories that may be used to understand better modelling Pervasive Social Networking are out of the scope of social networking, like the theory of Connectivism [65] that integrates principles from chaos, networks, complexity and self-organization to explain how people learn through technology in the age of mass information. Under the umbrella of AAL, Affordance Theory [47] may also be found, which emphasises on the proper design of interfaces for objects to guide users on the proper usage of an object, as well as Activity Theory [20] , [22] , [35] , [53] that studies the evolution of human behaviour, social knowledge, social norms and learning procedures through time; while there is also work that tries to bring together Affordance Theory with Activity Theory to exploit the expressiveness of the latter [37] . In the direction of modelling Pervasive Social Networking, Activity Theory seems promising on modelling social networking applications, while it is already the basis for modelling ActivityStreams. The main concepts of Activity Theory [35] that make it distinctive from other theories are: (a) the construction of a human activity as a set of subject, object, and tools (i.e. instruments) that are used to generate an activity outcome, under certain social norms, performed in the context of a community, and affected by rules imposed by division of labour; (b) the activity hierarchy, where activities are on top of human behaviour triggered from motives, then they resolve into actions guided from goals and sub-goals, and then actions end up to operations that actors complete subconsciously; (c) the learning procedure that takes place through time for an actor, defined as internalisation when the actor learns an activity, which evolves into an action and then into an operation (e.g. a driver does not have to think how she changes gears after some months of driving), and as externalization when she unlearns (e.g. a tourist in UK has to her driving style); (d) the instrument or tool used during an activity integrates social knowledge through ages.
All these principles on top of which Activity Theory is constructed incorporate years or research from anthropology and sociology, and make Activity Theory an ideal framework for modelling content and context under pervasive social networking. In detail, the analysis of a technology in a user-centric way is semantically rich under the Activity Theory and may categorise technologies and devices based on the activity hierarchy, thus how and when they are used (i.e. see in Figure 6 an analysis of the social media landscape under Activity Theory). Indeed, a relative analysis of contextual modelling under the Activity Theory has already been done in research [32] , nevertheless it puts emphasis on the components of the activity and not on the activity hierarchy, structure and evolution. Moreover, Karanasios S. et al. [36] introduced AMOn, based on Activity Theory, as a higher ontology to link it with a layer of communication ontology (e.g. hand gestures, questions, language etc.), and then with specific dictionaries (e.g. WordNet) under a multi-layer methodology to facilitate the integration and extendibility of the Activity Theory with existing ontologies [1] , [52] . This three-layer structure makes AMOn, and Activity Theory in the broader sense, appropriate for combining ontologies from different domains that interrelate under Pervasive and Social Networking too. Overall, contextual data in the notion of pervasive computing improve personalised services, while activity-based data may offer hyper-personalised user experiences. Thus, it becomes clearer why tracking a human activity in the form of Activity Theory and studying its evolution through time may improve the modelling of pervasive social networking, and may offer strong incentives for business exploitation through personalisation and hyper-personalisation. Towards human activity reasoning, numerous approaches have been proposed [64] without providing tangible results and clearly described models; but before improving such forms of automation, it should be agreed what an automated service should be like in pervasive social networking.
Social Agents
Pervasive Social Networking requires establishing social connections ubiquitously, thus taking proper decisions on initiating a communication with other services. The implied agency of a solution acting as a representative of the user on social networking tasks requires prior knowledge of the environment and understanding of user's behaviour, but also a set of social rules and goals according to which an agent would initiate social interactions. To achieve such automated or semi-automated social interactions, social agents have already been introduced in research, grouped in three main relative categories ( Figure 7 ) (a) social agents to change users' behaviour, (b) social agents to produce content and create connections over existing social networks, and (c) social agents that show characteristics of social intelligence when interacting with users.
On the basis of behavioural intervention, a social agent is described as an artificial agent with two dimensions: processing capabilities and differentiated knowledge of the self, task domain, and environment that drive to the development of a social behaviour; every social agent may be positioned in a two-axis area, based on its processing capabilities and its differentiated knowledge of the world [12] . On the same track of developing social behaviours, a social agent [14] (a) should act for the good of the owner either to prevent (i.e. suppressive) or to encourage (i.e. coaching) a behaviour, while (b) the collaboration with other agents requires agreement and compliance with common rules and beliefs among individuals, with (c) limitations and dynamic behaviours to emerge during networking of the agents; in other words, a social agent should belong in a network of agents in order to align its intervening behaviour with the social norms and rules where its owner lives under. Indeed, there is applied research on social agents that affected positively users' behaviour on ecological issues [63] , as well as simulations on how social agents may form symbiotic and competitive connections in social networks [26] . In practice, on existing social media platforms, social agents may act either to generate more intriguing content or improve social connections in the network: (a) There are agents that try to improve their position into a network of agents, e.g. by creating a bridge between two clusters or by establishing a connection with the most important node; however, such goals suggest previous mapping of the network, and may drive agents into competitive behaviours [66] .
(b) There other social agents that create interesting content automatically and connect users through it, by using decision systems to resolve user preferences and user context [25] . (c) Other agents may attach social context on physical objects, generated from users' social media profiles, to form a network of Social Internet of Things (SIoT) where users may establish indirect social connections through the objects, in a basic level of agency [4] , [5] . (d) On an opposite direction, physical objects may act as content generators by making their properties available to other applications and sharing their output on social media [41] .
From the perspective of social intelligence, research focuses on boosting users' engagement during their interactions with agents. In that direction, agents are characterised as social because they collaborate with other agents to achieve their goal, yet they may be separated from the ones that show social skills while interacting with users [24] ; the latter group may be organised in the following categories: (a) socially evocative, humanised robots to increase user acceptance, (b) social interfaces to run social operations instead of humans, (c) socially receptive to learn through the interactions with humans, (d) sociable to initiate interactions with humans in order to achieve their goal, (e) socially embedded to respond to the social group where they are placed, (f) socially intelligent to simulate human social behaviours. In that direction, it has been found that the physical interface of the agent, including hardware, may affect the quality of the interactions [45] ; the results have shown that the external appearance of agents affects such interactions, repeated and incrementally improved behaviours increase users' interest on agents, as well as agents that show emotions, affection, and memory of previous interactions.
Overall, in a level of abstraction and general principles, a social agent in social networking may have knowledge of its environment and different processing capabilities, while it is connected with other agents in order to improve its performance and establish social connections among users. Thus, social agents should not be judged based on their processing capabilities, or on showing social skills while interacting with people, but on their effectiveness on establishing social connections with other people.
Summary and Gaps Identified
Nowadays, social media endeavours are hindered by community-related impediments, as building a community from scratch usually fails (i.e. even if it manages to attract publicity like Diaspora) due to the prevalence of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other well-established social media platforms. The alternative option of leveraging existing social media communities through a meta-platform faces the restrictions imposed by the relevant API policies. Despite progress on alternative social networking architectures to provide users with control of their data, such approaches have not been widely adopted by users as ( figure 8) Thus, the main research challenge is how some technology acting pervasively on social networking tasks may become acceptable from users who seem to be quite sensitive on the quality of their social interactions; or in other words, what the privacy rules and social features should be in order to balance pervasiveness with users' comfort and joy. However, there is no clear methodology on developing social features for new platforms, while researchers and entrepreneurs are based on their epiphany and intuitiveness. Additionally, there is no agreement on evaluating a new social networking design; while some researchers emphasise on privacy features, others focus on technical independency, others on simulation practices, or coming up with genuine features.
The main practical challenge is modelling the Social Web towards a standardisation path, without considering social interactions as a topic of social networking only, but as a valuable source of context that can boost multiple areas of computing, including pervasive interactions of users with different systems and platforms. Pragmatically, the standardization of the Social Web is not yet ready to capture the changes in users' behaviour, as contextual models are not integrated in one social design and are not driven by proven theories. The main problem with existing schemas is that they either focus on user-generated content (e.g. ActivityStreams, SIOC project) or on users' actions (e.g. PiVon, mIO!, ConOnto, CoDAMoS), and not human activities with broader motives and rules that imply connections among people. Mobile devices have boosted tracking digital traces that imply such interactions even outside the Web, but pervasive computing is not yet integrated with social networking under a common model in order to actually form Pervasive Social Networking.
Figure 8: Gaps and challenges identified for different areas
The answer to that emerging reality may be moving towards decentralised solutions (i.e. even meta-platforms) based on existing knowledge (i.e. reusing content and connections from existing social media platforms), with strong personalisation features and high level of pervasiveness to reduce the user effort. A social agent with strong pervasive characteristics, proper rules and acceptable social behaviours may be the solution, and a relative design to that direction is presented in detail in the following chapter.
A Social Agent for Pervasive Social Networking and Personalised Services
In a highly competitive digital environment, people should use pervasive services to reduce time spent on consuming content and effort needed while interacting with technology. Such services may be responsible for tracking personal activities, understanding activity evolution over time, predicting possible upcoming user's actions, and interacting with user's physical environment in a meaningful, trustful and interoperable way. Then, users may improve their lifestyle through tracking their activities, monitoring progress in new skills, interacting with interesting people in proximity to create new social connections or with devices and services in proximity to improve pervasive interactions.
The concept addressing the relative research questions (see Table 1 ) is called Social Agent and it emphasises on characteristics and principles that such an entity should support. In the following paragraphs, initially the broader area of Pervasive Social Networking is framed under the value chain of pervasive data, and then the generic concept of a 
The Value Chain of Pervasive Social Networking
To put the landscape of Pervasive Social Networking into perspective, as analysed in section 2, the usage of the Value Chain [55] is used as a tool to understand the importance of information and the value it generates. As seen in Figure 9 , the basic processes related to pervasive data are the following:
 Collecting Data from various resources is required to reuse them for social networking purposes or modelling social context; data from social media, sensors that imply activities, mobile and wearable devices that provide user-specific measurements, objects with IoT-capabilities, information from open Web, even dedicated applications to collect information or manual input from users may be used.

Mapping Data under a common model is essential for an interoperable solution; through proper transformation to match a schema, data curation to improve quality of data (i.e. especially sensor data), feedback collected from users to validate curated input, mixing of primarily and secondary data to define an activity, and then map them into a proper schema.
Analysing Data collected through time may generate knowledge and allow a system to make decisions pervasively; through network analysis on communities, signal analysis on secondary data, statistical analysis, predictive analysis or pattern recognition, in order to extract knowledge from the collected data. This step may also include applying rules and knowledge from behavioural theories.
 Sharing Data among applications is the main goal of digital social networking to create a social object and connect people with each other; sharing instances of data objects, statistics on the user's activities, extracted topics of interest, or just a user profile are some of the forms that such messages may have.
Creating (social) Connections among users may be established with direct (i.e. friendships) or indirect ways (i.e. interact on a social object). Those interactions may be explicitly triggered by users, engaged through software based on contextual information or based on the outcome of some analysis (e.g. the social proximity between two users). This must be the final, ultimate goal of pervasive social networking, and it has strong dependencies with previous steps.
Throughout these steps (1-5), various design and technical parallel decisions should be taken into consideration. Initially, (6) how the community should be built and grow, as a new social network, as a mix of new connections based on existing communities, or as temporal connections; (7) what tools users may use to connect with each other, as the channel of delivery may be an application, an agent acting as representative of the user, mobile devices or dedicated wearable ones to trigger a social interaction; (8) how services should be exposed, through the Internet, through direct connections engaged from users based on a signal (e.g. notification), or through close-distance protocols that imply trust (e.g. NFC); (9) the architecture of the network and where users' data should be stored, in centralised, decentralised, distributed or hybrid architectures; (10) the security over these sensitive data and interactions, with strong needs on encryption, sophisticated authorization and authentication, and proper verification on users' identities; finally, (11) the privacy rules and settings under which data are shared and exposed to other users, on data types that should be controlled by privacy settings, on the connections that should be allowed or blocked, for limited visibility on specific instances, on notifications, and for changes in system behaviour based on specific context.
Defining a Social Agent
A Social Agent (figure 10) is a technology that tracks digital traces of its owner, models them properly as human activities and makes them available as abstractions to other Social Agents in proximity (e.g. location, social, interests etc.) to create pervasive social connections based on the privacy settings of its owner. Tracked data must be stored in a trusted repository, centrally or locally, and may be subject of further analysis to create meaning and value for the owner of the agent. These data may come from various resources, as input from (a) sensors, (b) wearable devices, (c) cloud services, (d) direct input from the owner, (e) user's feedback on agent's output or (f) from interactions with other Social Agents. That information must be stored and modelled under Activity Theory to enable standardised processing and interoperable communication with other systems. Then the Social Agent may be able to use any contextual input (e.g. date time, current user location) to estimate either the currently undertaken activity or a prominent set of activity types that the owner is about to undertake, and use that output in the following ways: as information shared with other Social Agents in the network to create pervasive connections with them in proximity (e.g. they may be interested in the same topic, or undertake similar activities); as input to cloud-based services to enable pervasiveness (e.g. if the user is about to run, she may ask for weather forecasting services); as output presented to its owner in order to use it as training feedback and improve future predictions. A more compact and generic definition of a Social Agent is the following: The concept of a Social Agent should be focused on achieving the goals of its owner during social networking. In each case, transparency, integrity and trust are key values that a provider of a Social Agent should offer to the owner of the agent. In an essence, a Social Agent describes a transformation in the way social networks work nowadays, from systems that are based on predefined connections with people, using connections explicitly defined by the users or created through content shared among users, to a social connection that may engage the opportunities of interactions in physical space. A Social Agent may not be responsible for keeping people connected from distance, as such scenarios lack pervasiveness and require explicit input from users (i.e. such features may be implemented in a mature solution), but should specialise in connecting people in physical proximity. In other words, the envisioned Social Agent may not subsidize existing social networking platforms and it should act supplementary to them to offer to users social networking in close distance. As a Social Agent should be user-centric -meaning it should not depend on accessing other users' data in order to establish a social connection -while it should be standardised and extensible to avoid the need of centralised platforms to fulfil its goals. Additionally, the Social Agent should support personalised services to minimise the required user input, therefore support its pervasive character and increase its chances for social adoption. In detail, the main characteristics of a Social Agent should be:
1. User-centric: The owner should control any data stored in her Social Agent, generated through either interacting with other Agents, devices or syncing with cloud-based services. Additionally, data collected with 3. Standardised: The way data are stored and shared as messages with other Social Agents and other services should be standardised. Activity Theory should be the umbrella theory under which data are modelled and exchanged, while any case-specific schemas (e.g. pervasive schemas) should extend data structures of an activity entry. Otherwise, the Social Agent cannot be independent of centralised platforms, and owners will never have full control of their data.
4. Extensible: A Social Agent has been intentionally described in a generic form, where specific social features and functionalities are not defined; each implementation of a Social Agent may release a list of available functionalities relevant to the social and business context were deployed. If stored data are standardised, different functions over different constructs of an activity entry may be applied, to exchange proper messages with other Social Agents or services, e.g. presenting the frequency of an activity type, a list of the most popular activity types, or comparing the duration of common activity types between two users. A social agent must support at least a minimum set of functionalities in each release.
5. Hyper-personalised: A Social Agent manages data that describe the behaviour of its owner. Thus, while communicating with external services, it should focus on connecting with interfaces and obtaining results that are related to the owner's interests and current context. Otherwise pervasiveness will not be relative, and more input by the owner will be required to perform an interaction with the Social Agent.
6. Networked: A Social Agent should be characterised as social only if it is connected with other agents to complete a social goal for its owner. Otherwise it is just a personal agent. The option for owners to disconnect should be given. Nevertheless, they should be also encouraged and facilitated from the Agents to connect with other people or agents in proximity.
To realise these six characteristics, and in extension the concept of the Social Agent, there is a set of suggested functionalities that a Social Agent should be able to offer:  Track a human activity both in physical and digital world, via direct (from the user) or contextual input.
 Model properly and identify activity internalisation and externalisation, based on the Activity Theory hierarchy.

Integrate social rules and dynamics (i.e. labour on Activity Theory) on predicting activities, aka the social context where it operates.
 Generate contextual output as input to other pervasive systems or Social Agents, to enable pervasive computing and socialising.
 Switch to the desired mode based on the occasion, e.g. a business social agent versus a sports/training social agent.
 Store data either on devices locally or centrally on a cloud storage, private, corporate or public one, based on the predefined user settings.
 Help users to adapt in a digital world, by informing the owner about possible interactions with other agents, services or devices in proximity, in order to encourage or discourage interactions.
A social agent should be extensible for and adaptable to its owner's needs and environment through training. It should collect and store such knowledge over training sessions. Relatively to the training capabilities, a social agent should be able to ( Figure 10 ):
 Ask periodically the owner for validating an entry with her feedback on what activity is actually performed, especially when contextual input implies a new type of activity.
Be trained with predefined packages, to adapt in social norms and gain knowledge on specialised topics.
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 Learn through networking. Thus, owners should learn from people they interact with, or through similar users in the network, giving to the owner the option to learn by others. Proper privacy and anonymisation layers should be configured.
Moreover, the pervasive privacy settings of a Social Agent are important for establishing trust with users and implement pervasive social interactions effectively, without going through complex privacy settings (e.g. the Facebook privacy settings), under the following privacy settings:
 Availability-mode settings may allow owners to define the group of people they want to interact with. The suggested options may be (a) to allow public interactions with any Social Agent user that is in proximity, or (b) to become visible only to friends that are close. Of course, an owner must be allowed to (c) switch completely off discoverability of her agent.
 Proximity settings may allow users to enable pervasive social interactions for different proximity distance with other users. For example, settings based on physical distance may define user's areas of trust [34] as (a) intimate space if two users are closer than 0.5m, (b) personal space below 1.2m, (c) social space until 3.5m and (d) public space closer than 7.5m; beyond that distance it is considered that users would not be interested in pervasive social interactions, rather than traditional social networking.
 Location settings may allow users to define areas or places where the device should change mode automatically. For example, in a working establishment a user may choose to share only business activity types, while inside her home every type of interactions or full access on data is allowed.
Apart from the social-agent-specific settings, it is expected that a Social Agent supports common privacy settings, like defining trusted connections and groups of people, defining trusted devices, defining personal devices and defining specific visibility options on specific entries or activity types. A Social Agent should form social networks pervasively to exchange knowledge and reuse services across the members of its social network (see figure 11) . In that direction, physical distance is one of the most important privacy dimension of pervasive social networking, as it may be used for choosing the proper protocol to establish technical networks and change agent's behaviour respectively. In more detail, Social Agents may interact over existing networking infrastructure -like the Internet -or through close-distance protocols like Bluetooth or NFC, they may interact with objects around them connected with the Internet of Things (IoT) exposed through APIs on the Web as well (Web of Things -WoT), they may exchange content with third-party services on the Cloud, or they may synchronise owners' data with central personal repositories. Such connections may be developed pervasively, but the owners should be allowed to trust certain connections to form at the end an actual pervasive network of permanent (or descriptive) and temporal (or pervasive) social connections.
In practice, as mentioned already, agency in social networking requires strong pervasive characteristics. For that reason, as seen in Figure 12 
what is the goal of the undertaken activity; (d) The outcome of the activity, either measured explicitly based on the activity type or collected in the background based on common measurable metrics (e.g. distance, time, score). Given that information, a social agent should be able to identify the current activity type (i.e. if not given by the user), the hierarchy of the activity, as well as possible upcoming ones based on user's history and pattern of behaviour. This set of possible activity types, may be used both to establish a pervasive connection with a user in proximity, and to interact with a cloud service or a device in proximity in order to increase user's benefits through pervasive computing and personalised services. Overall, Social Agents should represent their owners, act pervasively to protect and help them on their daily activities, enable trustful handling of personal data, enable social networking and commercial services to be based on open standards, decentralised solutions and ubiquitous services, and spread value equally among users and organisations acting as a meta-platform, without considering centralised platforms as monopolies that manage information flow. Furthermore, users should be in the centre of the design, existing social media platforms should be part of the design to reduce required input and reuse available content, and e-businesses should build new-age, personalised and hyperpersonalised pervasive services over business platforms that act as middleware.
Modelling a Social Agent
The introduced Social Agent covers the main processes in the value chain of pervasive social networking, as presented in figure 9 . Its suggested logical components, as seen in Figure 13 , are: a) Activity Input: A Social Agent may receive input (i) from dedicated applications that ask an owner for her daily routines and their undertaking activities, (ii) from cloud-based services (CBS) that offer APIs with activities that a user has completed in other applications (e.g. exercising in RunKeeper, or socializing in Facebook), (iii) from IoT devices to describe the context and the environment of the human activity, and (iv) from sensors on mobile/wearable devices to give specific measurements on outcomes, duration and activity context (e.g. heart rate, pace rate etc.).
b) Networking Input: Carefully developed services may insert sets of activities that change the behaviour of the Social Agent, especially in cases that it is desirable to change the outcome and affect the interaction with a service or change owner's behaviour [13] . Additionally, this interface may be used to add rules to the agent and specialise it in specific practical domains (e.g. using an agent during exercising or setting new diet rules for the user). c) Activity Handling: A Social Agent should handle data in a common way and should model them as human activities (i.e. under the Activity Theory), under a standardised and extensible schema. Proper mapping among data inputs with the schema is required, as well as the logic to generate outcomes over those data. For example, activity internalisation realisation, mapping routines to activities, cloud-services data to actions and sensor data to operations. The user and owner of the Social Agent should be able to control the authorised services, edit her profile and visibility on them, control the connections with other users if permanent connections are enabled through the offered social features, otherwise see a history of the interactions and manage it appropriately, and manage the permissions on devices, social interactions, services and users on accessing personal information.
h) Pervasive Social Capabilities: The user should be able to interact either with other users through her Social Agents or to share information with pervasive services to improve her user experience. Modelling a Social Agent under the umbrella of Activity Theory facilitates the integration of existing schemas and vocabularies from social media and pervasive computing, to extend the knowledge capabilities of an agent. The challenge was to extend the SocAgOn schema with knowledge from different domains, to facilitate reusability and extendibility with data from different resources. The selected approach to integrating different schemas is the threelayered methodology [37] , as it creates less dependencies on connected schemas and makes the final schema easily reusable and extendable. As seen in Figure 9 , the area of Pervasive Social Networking modelled under SocAgOn may be extended with schemas on social media and pervasive computing using the following structure:  On the upper abstract level, there is Activity Theory as an umbrella where each activity entry should be mapped, and AMOn [37] is the suggested schema in our modelling. Thus, every tracked digital trace should be bound under a human activity; for example, user-generated content should be attached under an action of sharing a media object (see also Figure 6 ).

On the middle reusable level, SNP-related schemas should be integrated. ActivityStreams (Site 6) is the selected schema to describe activities on social networking applications from existing cloud-based services. SocAgOn has been used to model Pervasive Social Networking, defining the concept of a Social Agent. As both schemas are based on Activity Theory, semantically mapping similar classes was a straightforward task.
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This paper is available online at www.jtaer.com DOI: 10.4067/S0718-18762018000300104  On the lower, case-specific level, each pervasive solution should choose the schema that is appropriate for the developed application. The goal of this layer is to define the contextual information of main Activity Theory objects, and to include detailed vocabularies that will describe the business case and make the application semantically rich and pleasant to users. CoDAMoS has been selected [62] as an appropriate schema to describe the context of activities and objects, while GUMO [38] may be used to describe the context of users. Additionally, our analysis has identified appropriate schemas to expand the functionalities of pervasive social networking applications: UMBEL (Site 10) for describing daily activities and (Site 7) for web-based objects. Figure 14 depicts the three-layered approach, and the points of integration among different schemas for pervasive social networking. Applications compliant with SocAgOn may map their data over the selected schema, while existing SNPs and devices need connectors to map their APIs over the final generated data model. 
Evaluation of Work
The evaluation of the Social Agent was concluded in two phases. In phase one, the initial hypotheses formed with the concept of a Pervasive Social Agent were evaluated quantitatively through a questionnaire based on TAM methodology, on 200 people. From the feedback collected, the concept of the Social Agent was revised as presented in section 4.1. In phase two, a feasibility analysis took place, by modelling the architecture and the schema of a pervasive social agent and by developing a prototype, as presented in section 4.2. The high-level evaluation of the concept is described in section 4.1, while the feasibility testing in section 4.2.
Evaluation of the High-Level Concept
The evaluation of the high-level concept was based on the TAM methodology [44] . Initially a set of questions to test the high-level concept of the social agent was produced, and then a set of features was examined to make it clearer to interviewees how a social agent may be used in action. The outcomes were analysed statistically in the initial phase, and then the correlation among the selected criteria was investigated.
High-level Evaluation Methodology
The Technology Acceptance Model (i.e. TAM3 [71] in particular) was selected to generate the evaluation criteria and identify any correlation among different sets of them. The main challenge on designing the questionnaire was to evaluate the concept of the Social Agent without asking interviewees about technical terms, without also binding their responses to the quality of an implemented prototype with jagged features (e.g. native versus mobile application, response time, size of the community etc.). From the value chain of pervasive social networking ( Figure 5 ), two main areas were considered important to get users' feedback: (a) the way social connections can be formed automatically in a social network when users are in close distance (i.e. the pervasive character of a Social Agent) and (b) the privacy concerns that users may have on such social functionalities. Under those two areas of interest, ten questions were generated to evaluate the concept and the characteristics of the social agent with the users (see Table 2 ). The criteria selected to evaluate each question covered a range of aspects, including clearness, innovativeness, virality, easiness, tendency to use, pleasure and urgency; Certain TAM criteria were altered to include factors of (a) innovativeness of the solution as perceived by the users, (b) clarity of the concept, and (c) virality of the concept as it is vital for a social network to grow mouth to mouth. Each criterion was rated based on a scale from 0 to 3, without a middle score to force the audience to express a clear preference (see Table 3 ). Asked specific features F1-F9 (see Table 4 ) 0 1 2 3 (with * the criteria merged with the relative family of criteria in TAM3 are marked)
To evaluate Actual Usage (C9) of a Social Agent, a set of functionalities were generated to make it clearer what a Social Agent may do in action, as it was decided not to offer a case-specific prototype at this level of evaluation. A set of nine different features was generated, having both social and pervasive characteristics (see Table 4 ), covering the social networking needs of users (based on work of Xu C. et al. [73] 
High-Level Evaluation Implementation and Analysis
The evaluation process was based on an online survey distributed among 200 people in Greece. For the selected country, 50% of the population had Internet access by Q1 of 2015. From this group of population, 65.7% of them (3,516,735 people) have access to websites of social networking, mainly young people [27] . Additionally, Greece is a conservative audience for social media platforms, compared to the US and UK market, so the concept of the Social Agent was tested against a rather challenging audience. The questionnaire (an anonymised English version of which can be found in (Site 26)) was answered voluntarily, and targeted channels used by both people who use social networks and people who do not. Answers were accepted online following the gender as the grouping dimension to monitor the sampling groups. Overall 200 different answers were collected, out of which 197 were fully answered. Based on the size of population of 5,352,717 Greeks with Internet access, and confidence 95%, the statistical error is estimated on ±6.93%. After the collection of the responses, the analysis included two phases, (a) a quantitative analysis of the statistical results directly, and (b) a secondary analysis to identify any correlation among the different criteria and functions as described in the methodology in section 4.1.1. After the analysis, the outcomes are the following (see Table 5 

The concept of the Social Agent does not make the sample anxious (R9), something unexpected as the social pervasive connections were considered intrusive for common social media users. Nevertheless, the sample answered that they do not need it (R3), or want it immediately (R7); this is reasonable for the area of social networking, where the need of communication is already covered from typical social media platforms and users typically look for fun and pleasure in niche platforms.
The personal analytics (Q4) and the pervasive services (Q5) seem to be the only functions that the majority would use (R5). Exposing user to people and devices in proximity (Q6) was the only feature that the majority clearly rejected, while for the rest functions (Q1-Q4) there is a positive but not clear stance towards actual usage.
The only question that made the sample feel uncomfortable (R6) was the collection of data from the web (Q2), in comparison to the collection of data from daily activities (Q3) which was judged as pleasant from the majority. That could mean that people consider their online presence more sensitive or that they are not aware of devices tracking daily activities.
 All other features were clear to the audience (R1), sounded innovative or new (R2), and would be suggested to friends in most cases (R8), apart from the discovery in proximity (Q6).
 Overall, the most important concept, the one for close-distance communication based on activities (Q1) would be used (R5) by 51.3% of the sample, while 58.4% are positive to suggest it to a friend (R8). All the supporting features except for notification for users in close distance (Q2-Q5) were not dropped for usage (R5) and they could possibly increase the acceptance rate of the social agent if combined. The outcomes for the privacy settings and the pervasive character of the social agent are the following (see Table 6 ):
 For the basic settings of social agent (Q7), the sample does not consider it as a need (R3, R7), something reasonable as they do not evaluate positively the basic concept as well (Q1), but on every other criterion they are positive. This means that the Social Agent should develop sophisticated privacy settings.
All the other pervasive settings and privacy features (Q8-Q10) are judged as clear (R1), innovative (R2) and easy to use (R4), but do not show acceptance on all the other criteria. This may imply that the audience is unfamiliar with the idea of pervasiveness. 
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The statistical analysis of the features (see Table 7 ) revealed a clear positive view for the features of asking for help with 72.1% (F6), looking for the statistics with 70.6% (F8), and transmitting activities to friends with 65.5% (F1). With regard to broadcasting activities on friends (F2), scheduling activities and inviting people in proximity (F4) and finding common interests with people in proximity (F5), there is no clear majority, with 54.8%, 44.2% and 43.7% positive views respectively. Those results are quite high and promising for the area of pervasive social networking. The secondary analysis examined any correlation among the selected criteria. Initially, responses (R1-R9) were merged under criteria (C1-C8). Criterion C0 was grouped based on the industry of the job, while for criteria form C1 to C8 the mean value of the responses (0-3) for all the questions was used (Q1-Q10) to generate a value to correlate, including the questions on privacy settings (Q7-Q10). Table 8 shows the results of the correlation analysis among the selected criteria under the methodology. A slight difference between the correlations among the criteria expected to correlate based on TAM and the identified correlations (i.e. score over 0.4) may be noticed. Up next, the correlation between the Behavioural Intention (BI) to Use of the interviewees (C7) and the Actual Usage (C9) was examined, separately for each social functionality (F1-F9), as seen in Table 9 . The reason for examining each feature separately for correlation is that the selected features are indicative, and on implementation time they may not be combined in one solution. Correlation was found for F2, F4, F5, F6, F7 and F9. However, it is important to compare the correlation found with the statistical preference of the interviewees as seen in Table 9 ; Asking for help on specific activities (F6) was judged as positive, while it was correlated with intention to use of the concept of the Social Agent. No other clearly preferable feature is correlated with BI to use. From the rest of the features, F2, F4, F5 were found preferable in the area of statistical error, while they were correlated with Intention to Use. Figure 16 shows the actual TAM diagram after the evaluation of the Social Agent, showing into one diagram the correlations that were found among the different criteria and the proposed interactions. Overall, the only strong correlation is among the Usefulness and the Tendency to Use with 0.91. People that consider the concept of pervasive social networking based on activities as Innovative, see usefulness on it and have Tendency to Use it. People that consider the concept as Pleasant tend to Use it and Suggest it to friends. Overall, if a Social Agent were to be released in the market, the suggested interactions/functions should be: (F6) asking for help, (F5) common interests in proximity, (F4) scheduling activities in proximity, (F2) broadcasting activities to specific groups. Those functionalities have both high proportions and correlation. For the rest of the popular features, they should not be characterised as indifferent for interviewees, but perceptually users may not be attracted by the broader concept of the Social Agent. Initially, focus should be given on features that correlate with intention to use. Then, strategically, if someone wants to attract people who are not fond of the concept of pervasive social networking (i.e. mainstream segments) and reach faster community growth, transmission of activities (F1) and seeing activity analytics (F8) may be the best options to begin with; selecting popular features may attract mainstream users for reasons different from pervasive agency in social interactions.
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Prototyping a Social Agent
To evaluate the technical feasibility of a Social Agent, a prototype was designed and developed (Site 4). The main decisions made for the prototype were to (a) use a centralised architecture to decrease the response time of the application, and (b) use modern technologies (i.e. Django framework, HTML5 with responsive UI, Postgres, Heroku server) to increase the quality of the prototype. At the end, the concept of the Social Agent should be independent from the technical implementation, provided that it meets the main principles of pervasiveness, that it completes the goal of social networking, as well as the data and service interoperability as described in Section 3. Figure 17 presents the architecture of the developed prototype, organised in the following layers:

Data input: Users could define their topics of interest (e.g. pop music, soccer etc.), as well as to invite friends in the platform and declare a social connection with them. This option improved the accuracy of user matching on topics not collected from external resources, and solved the cold-start problem (i.e. user interests and social connections in figure 17 . Users could also connect their profile with existing cloud-based services to reuse their data while establishing new social connection with their Social Agents; connectors with Facebook, Runkeeper, Twitter, YouTube and FitBit were developed, to highlight the symbiotic character of the Agent with existing social media platforms. Additionally, users could define what was their undertaken activity (see figure 18 ), to enable better interactions with services and people in proximity (i.e. user input on current activity in figure 17 . The users were not allowed to enter historic data manually into the application, not to be able to alter the behaviour of the Social Agent. On the implemented input view, there was a dictionary of available activities to choose from, and a list of suggested activities generated by the system based on the social context (i.e. in figure 18 with blue label) of the application and based on the personal context (i.e. in figure 18 with brown label) of the user. This feature was indicative of the predictive character of the output of a Social Agent, and its strong pervasive character. Finally, a printed form was given to test users of the application, together with a dictionary of activities, and they were asked to create two daily logs of their lives, for the days of their choice. This input was used to identify users' routines, to identify activities that users cannot synchronise from external services (e.g. driving, working or discussing) and describe the hierarchy on specific activities implied by users. Then, this log was inserted into the user profile by the administrator of the application. Figure 17 : The architecture of the social agent prototype  Data storage: All activity-related data were stored under the schema described in section 3.3 (i.e. human activities RDB in figure 17 , while users' preferences and interests were stored in a case-specific schema (i.e. application data RDB in figure 17 , properly connected with the activity schema under the profile of the actor of the activity.
Application logic: This layer implemented an instance of the Social Agent with specific social features. Certain decisions were made in order to improve user experience, based on the theoretical analysis that had been made in Section 3. Thus, initially the social spaces were designed based on distance between users, as described in Section 3.2, and certain pervasive social interactions were mapped to each space (see figure  19) ; Each space was identified based on the networking protocol used: (a) the intimate space where two users were able to match their common activities was enabled by NFC (F5), (b) the personal space was enabled by Bluetooth and allowed two users to compare their activities (F7), (c) the social space was enabled under the same Wi-Fi network and allowed a user to ask help on a certain topic, if a user with relative experience was in proximity (F6), and (d) the public space for people further than 7.5 meters allowed users to send a notification in order to meet each other. Moreover, privacy settings allowed users to easily hide from strangers, thus not to use the pervasive service of the social agent to connect with people in proximity, or hide completely from the network of users even if they are friends. The Activity Theory logic allowed modelling different types of input in different hierarchy levels (I.e. routines in activity level, cloud-based entries in actions and digital traces in operations), while the pervasive services were triggered based on the undertaken activity of the user to contact with APIs of cloud-based services and bring relative content (e.g. power-songs from YouTube when running). Figure 18 : An activity entry happens by the time it happens, and contextual suggestions are also visible Figure 19 : The physical distance enables pervasiveness on the personal social agent prototype  Application UI: The social interactions were put in the landing screen of the application, with users in proximity grouped in different social spaces indicated with different labels and colours (see figure 20) . Privacy settings were easily visible in the initial screen, not hidden in preferences, as users should be able to change their privacy status easily. Statistics also were accessible easily through the initial screen, to enhance transparency with the users on what data were collected. Notifications informed users for available interactions with devices or pervasive services in proximity (a new feature F10 which was not circulated in the questionnaire), based on the activity context of the user (i.e. see figure 21 ) the pop-up notification calling the user for action), while users were also able to log their current activity and the topic where they need help on, to trigger the relative social interaction (F6). To make exchanging data on activities appealing to users, the modelling suggested in Activity Theory was used to highlight the contextual properties as important parts of information (see figure  22) . Finally, for each social interaction that users triggered through the social agent application, the user's activity log was updated with a new entry for that new activity. Overall, the goal of the prototype was to evaluate the feasibility of the Social Agent on implementation time. However, it is useful to document the reactions of the users while using the application. In brief, the developed application was tested on 20 university students. Users were willing to connect their accounts in the supported cloud-based services, and they liked the personal analytics screen. From the provided social features, they liked the comparison of their activities with other users in proximity. Possible future improvements identified are: (a) richer activity entries, as few services offer APIs to integrate users' activities and not every user used the selected services (e.g. RunKeeper), (b) development of mobile versions of the application with integration of notifications, as pervasiveness that may boost user engagement is weak on web applications, and (c) an integration of an activity resolver based on data from sensors to reduce required users' input on daily activities and routines. Finally, data collected through cloud-based services during the evaluation period were imported in a semantic repository under the SocAgOn ontology (Site 13), in order to evaluate it against its reasoning capabilities, while SPARQL queries were developed to implement the relative social functionalities of the prototype and validate the ontology in practice.
Social Agent and Pervasive Social Networking
On the research landscape of Pervasive Social Networking, as summarised in Figure 4 , the Social Agent is a holistic approach that covers each phase of the data value chain, and it may be realised through various technologies (i.e. even existing ones as presented in the prototyping phase). As depicted in the case-specific value chain of Figure 23 , the Social Agent may collect data from various resources, should map them under a common schema and define the dictionaries that make the entries interoperable across different implementations, may analyse the collected data (i.e. in its initial realisation only statistical analyses were presented in the prototype), and finally then should share the outcomes as raw statistics or generated user topics in order to create new social connections with people in proximity. In parallel, various other dimensions that define a social network have been described: the development of a new community of users was identified as an important factor for success (i.e. invitation of existing connections as social context and establishment of new ones), various tools to implement pervasive communication were discussed (i.e. wearable and mobile devices, agents and applications), different protocols to enable service exposure may be realised (i.e. NFC, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Internet etc.), different architectures may be implemented but a centralised one is preferable, the security layer should be always present, while privacy should be taken into consideration in various steps (e.g. allowing users to change easily privacy settings). On the research landscape of social agency, as described by Carley K. and Newell A. [12] , the introduced Social Agent may reach high levels of automatic response to status cues when trained with the proper data sets. and it includes a capability of reasoning to identify activity hierarchies and users' motivations. However, the developed prototype was focused on group making, by interacting with multiple agents and covering a bounded processing capability limited to the rules of Activity Theory. That gap between our hypothesis for the ideal Social Agent and the developed prototype is shown in figure 24 , pointing out also different dimensions that future research may take, as well as the intermediate steps that a Social Agent may take before reaching the proposed form. Overall, the introduced social agent includes the characteristics that Kang D. et al [34] On social networks, contextual services have been recently considered as a core area of research and development for the industry, as seen in figure 2 . The Social Agent implements a subcategory of a digital social network with strong pervasive characteristics and high level of agency, while its main goal remains to create social connections (figure 25). The suggested functionalities (F1-F9) used during the evaluation are only a subset of the possible functionalities that a Social Agent may implement, and some of them may not even show pervasive characteristics or features of agency; the reason is that in order to generate those features, our work was based on existing functionalities provided by current social media platforms, and a relevant matching with possible social features based on human activities. Nevertheless, during the feasibility test, functionalities at the core of the research in the area of pervasive social computing were selected, the popular feature of statistics (F8) was also selected to make it transparent for the users what data were collected, while a new feature for interacting with pervasive services was also added (i.e. F10 -interaction with pervasive services based on human activities).
Apart from the work done in Pervasive Social Networking, with analysis (a) on modelling pervasive computing, (b) on social agency and (c) on technical progress in digital social networking, which took place in chapter 3, the main contribution of our research was to combine those three domains in a novel way as never before in literature, under the Activity Theory, by using a three-layer methodology to promote data interoperability in social networking; a data interoperability that may lead not only to messaging interoperability, but also to architectural interoperability across different social media platforms and pervasive solutions (e.g. wearable devices and IoT networks). 
Added Value of Social Agent
There is a core decision made when defining the concept of a Social Agent: digital traces defined as human activities should be the type of messages that people should exchange in order to connect ubiquitously, while a message should be meaningful and useful for them to engage in a social interaction. In other words, the question is why users should exchange messages that describe our behaviour pervasively with each other, and not typical text or media messages, like they do on existing social networking platforms. The advantages of such a decision are summarised in, but not limited to, the following list:
 The nature of pervasiveness: By sharing digital traces modelled and enhanced under the form of human activities, social agents ask for less user-input to establish pervasive social connections, meaningful for users in proximity.

The importance of content: By reusing existing content from other platforms and domains, in the form of a meta-platform, a network of social agents may offer content to users to exchange with new social connections in proximity; users may not need motivation to create new content to be able to start using the platform.
The strong semantics: By applying the anthropological notions of internalization and externalization, activity hierarchy, and tool mediation as described in Activity Theory, a properly trained system may extract useful outcomes, engage other services or enrich content with more semantics. Such platforms may be not only interoperable, but also rich in information and context.
More sustainable business models: If not regulated or offered as infrastructure, a Social Agent may be offered together with hardware devices -which are needed to track human activities through sensors-as enhanced  The network effect of other devices and services ecosystem: By allowing existing or other applications to exchange interoperable activity messages, social agents may enable additional pervasive services with personalised solutions, and increase the network effect [66] of the technology. For example, based on user's current or upcoming activities, shopping coupons or recommendations may be enabled through iBeacon and digital content may adapt to media consumers' context.
The strategic positioning: By the time current work is concluded, there is no mainstream platform that connects people in physical space over their existing activity data and preferences.
Contribution of Our Work in Research
Our work used some of the best practices in the research areas of Pervasive Computing, Social Networking and Social Agency, combined with the solid Activity Theory, to make Pervasive Social Networking independent of case-specific applications, and give practical results and reusable methodologies to the community. The Social Agent, as presented in section 3 and evaluated in Section 4, addressed all three research questions imposed initially. As seen in Table 10 , (a) the modelling of SocAgOn developed to integrate digital traces of users with social media content enables the exchange of meaningful (i.e. for humans) pervasive social messages and unlocks further processing capabilities under Activity Theory. Then, (b) the integration of social spaces into the design of pervasive social services makes privacy a core element of Pervasive Social Networking, easier to be modelled by Social Agents and be understood by users. Finally, (c) the modified version of the TAM3 framework evaluated the high-level concept of the Social Agent under the category of Behavioural Intention to Use, separately from case-specific features grouped under the Actual Usage, in order to make questions clear for to interviewees for a concept that is not easily comprehensive (i.e. pervasiveness is by definition invisible to the user). Modelling digital traces in pervasive social networking Activity Theory was used to model the area of pervasive social networking and combine digital traces from different resources. The generated messages may be used either as content or statistical information when exchanged with other agents. RQ2: Privacy in social agency Privacy settings were perceived as a core feature of the design. By integrating user spaces into the design of the social agent, agency in social networking take decisions that make users feel more comfortable with. RQ3: Evaluating pervasive social networking Implemented a modified TAM model, specialised in pervasive social networking, to separate evaluation of high-level concepts for pervasive social networking (i.e. expressing intention to use) from specific social features (i.e. expressing actual usage).
In order to compare different solutions in the area of Pervasive Social Networking, a set of criteria has been generated, based on the research questions and the analysis that took place in section 2:  Meta-platform capabilities: Whether there are capabilities to connect with third party solutions, in order to increase quantity and quality of content in the platform.
Based on those criteria, relative work in Pervasive Social Networking is analysed and compared with the introduced concept of the Social Agent, as seen in Table 11 . In particular:
 Diaspora [8] is a decentralised solution where the user is in the centre. That level of decentralisation is based on a closed-modelled platform which is free and open to install in different servers, with interfaces towards selected social media standards; however, no standardisation on the way different data resources are integrated is provided, just the server-to-server API used to push messages and control users' privacy. No special features based on users' context are provided.  Middle-ware, pervasive platform [50] (2007) combined physical location with social location in social networks based on users' activities, to provide a middleware for third party applications with contextual capabilities. The integration with existing social media platforms required full access on all users' network, thus no independent solutions are provided. Additionally, there is an assumption that users want to socialise in physical space only with people that are in social proximity. Users cannot control an installation, even if a decentralised architecture has been implemented, mainly for managing networking resources of the platform more effectively.
 Smart eye [75] suggested a generic architecture with components to integrate data from different domains and resources, and model pervasive computing. However, the social dimension is considered only a part of the broader architecture, and not the driving force to build pervasive social applications and create new social connections, while there is no synthesis of those different identified aspects under a common social or anthropological theory. The prototype showed no integration with other social media platforms, did not offer any privacy perspectives or any private installation, but focused mainly on users' interaction with pervasive features.
 Solid [49] (2016) is based on W3C standards and wants to put users in control of their data, while allowing other applications to build over a common pull of data. Pervasiveness is not supported natively by Solid, as each functionality is expected to be developed by special-case applications.
 Facebook offers lately a set of pervasive features, and allows integration with other application through its API. Lately, the OpenGraph (Site 24) standard tries to standardise the way social objects are described across the Web.
On a business level, exchanging standardised Pervasive Social Networking messages based on Activity Theory, under the proper social functionalities and rules defined by a Social Agent, may be an important step towards standardisation of modern social networking (see standardisation in Figure 26 ). New types of social networking applications may emerge, decentralised and rich in contextual information that existing decentralised social networks miss. By design, a Social Agent is built on a symbiotic to existing platforms way to enable users to reuse their personal data and social connections from different platforms, while it requires less time, attention and input from its owner. Additionally, Pervasive Social Networking is expected to move user's interest towards hardware solutions, where Social Agents will store personal data, and new, privacy-respectful business models may emerge, viable without ad-based revenues.
On a research level, the integration of different schemas and ontologies under Activity Theory allows reusability of knowledge from different domains and resources (i.e. devices and services), to track users' activities in the Social Agent under an enhanced modelling. The research community may reuse work done with Social Agents and experiment in different levels of the value chain for Pervasive Social Networking. Additionally, by layering social interactions based on physical proximity, the community may experiment on different features with strong pervasive and privacy capabilities. In parallel, it is very important to support serious coaching and suppressive characteristics offered by a Social Agent. Last but not least, the proposed evaluation methodology may allow researchers to evaluate different pervasive features and correlate user acceptance with the general concept of the Social Agent. At the end, a Social Agent does not require for social networking users to move their data away from centralised solutions (e.g. Facebook) to new, decentralised repositories, as it may be deeply integrated with existing social networking platforms. However, a broadly adopted design of a Social Agent may make the power of their digital traces and data clear to the users, and it may empower them to claim full control of their data; users may ask authorities to support their claim to download their data, be able to remove them from centralised platforms and make them 
Conclusions and Next Steps
The presented Social Agent is a new form of digital social networking, which collaborates with existing social media platforms in the form of a meta-platform, it shows strong pervasive characteristics and a user-centric design of social features. Privacy is integrated in the core design of our approach, by exploiting the personal space of the user as context to filter interactions, while modelling for storing data and exchanging messages under the behavioural theory of Activity Theory supports extensibility and interoperability of a Social Agent, in a network of other Social Agents and an ecosystem of pervasive services in proximity.
Overall, the presented work extended the notion of digital social networking towards new dimensions, based on existing and well-established theories, and identified social trends and upcoming technologies to create the foundations of a pervasive, open and interoperable social networking ecosystem. Current work is a step forward towards the standardisation of new social applications in the form of pervasive social agents, capable of establishing close-distance communication as a new form of social networking; different social networking architectures and standards in data modelling may come together to realise the vision for an interoperable Social Web. Moreover, existing economic activities may use the aggregative knowledge of such social platforms in order to deliver better services with enhanced offerings. Thus, we consider that our work is an important contribution towards establishing the future of pervasive social networking.
In the near future, state-of-the-art technologies may enable the concept of a dedicated hardware solution for a social agent; personal agents (e.g. Amazon Echo, Google Home etc.) together with smartphones, smart watches, Wi-Fi Direct, Deep Learning and NFC may support technically the vessel where a Social Agent may be incarnated. Towards the required standardisation, more intuitive human-computer interactions may be tested, and the improved Social Agent may be connected with the middleware platforms developed already to test privacy and data analysis algorithms.
